Content
The main purpose of the door stop is to prevent the door from closing up or to move, and is certainly used behind each door in our everyday life. Door stop often used in a situation where the light source were not presented, or the environment are quite dim and unclear for vision, hence, damages like bumping people’s toe or kicking on the door stop were easy to occur. On the other hand, the set up process of emergency light usually requires some unrelated accessories such as door hook, which is troublesome in usage. To resolve above life inconvenience, I designed a door stop which is self-illuminated, as well as do to shine during emergency cases, create a new user experience of the product as below.

Special
1. Avoid foot damages.
2. Being ordinary use as door stop.
3. Convenient to use by simple door.
4. Obtain the function of light.

Model

Patent
Taiwan: 090045094

Purpose
Anywhere with door exist
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